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Abstract  

Protein Data Bank (PDB) was established as the 1st open access digital data resource in biology 
and medicine in 1971. Today, the PDB is one of two global resources for experimental data central 
to biological science as a public good (the other key Primary Data Archive being the International 
Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration). PDB currently houses >185,000 atomic level 
biomolecular structures determined by macromolecule crystallography, NMR spectroscopy, and 
3D electron microscopy. It is managed by the Worldwide Protein Data Bank partnership (wwPDB; 
wwpdb.org) according to the FAIR principles (i.e., Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability, and 
Reusability). 

Through an internet information portal and downloadable data archive, researchers and educators 
can access 3D structure data for large biological molecules, such as proteins, DNA, and RNA. 
These are the molecules of life, found in all organisms on the planet. Knowing the 3D structure or 
shape of a biological macromolecule is essential for understanding the role the molecule plays in 
health and disease of humans, animals, and plants, food and energy production, and other topics 
of concern to global prosperity and sustainability.  

The RCSB PDB (rcsb.org) operates the US data center for the wwPDB, serves as Archive Keeper 
for the global PDB Core Archive, and makes PDB data available at no charge to all data consumers 
worldwide with no limitations on usage.  Studies of website usage, bibliometrics, and economics 
demonstrate the powerful impact of the PDB data on basic and applied research, clinical medicine, 
education, and the US economy.  

During calendar 2021, >1,320 million structure data files were downloaded from the RCSB PDB 
by Data Consumers working worldwide. During this same period, the RCSB PDB processed 
>5,680 new atomic level biomolecular structures plus experimental data and metadata coming into 
the archive from Data Depositors working in the Americas and Oceania. In addition, RCSB PDB 
served many millions RCSB.org users worldwide with PDB data integrated with >50 external data 



resources providing rich structural views of fundamental biology, biomedicine, and energy 
sciences, and supported >690,000 PDB101.rcsb.org educational website users around the globe.  

RCSB PDB provides a rich collection application programmable interfaces (APIs) that enable 
searching of and access to PDB archival data content. These APIs enable search by key citation, 
biological and structural features, and retrieval of individual PDB structure entries, reports, and 
chemical and molecular reference data.  Building on this functionality in 2022, RCSB PDB will 
deploy new API services that enable parallel delivery of both experimental structures and 
computed structure models (coming from AlphaFold2, RoseTTAFold, ModelArchive) fully 
integrated with sequence information and functional annotations spanning all features of the 
RCSB.org research focused web portal. Considerable emphasis will be placed on delivering 
computed structure models across entire proteomes of interest to the US Department of Energy. 
3D structure data (both experimental from the PDB and computed structure models from 
AlphaFold2, RoseTTAFold, ModelArchive) will also be made available for delivery through the 
KBase portal (KBase.us). 

Access to PDB data and services contribute to patent applications, drug discovery and 
development, publication of scientific studies, innovations that can lead to new product 
development and company formation, and STEM education. 
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